Idaho Transportation Board
Subcommittee on 129,000 Pound Truck Routes
January 21, 2021
Due to the COVID-19 pandemic, the Subcommittee met remotely.
There was a brief discussion on starting the meeting early due to the regular Idaho
Transportation Board meeting adjourning approximately 45 minutes ahead of schedule.
Executive Assistant to the Board Sue Higgins said she asked Lead Deputy Attorney General
Larry Allen about starting the Subcommittee meeting early and he concurred. She added that she
sent an email message to the 129,000 Pound Truck Routes Subcommittee mailing list stating that
the meeting will start early. This list includes citizens that have requested to be informed of
Subcommittee meetings.
Idaho Transportation Board (ITB) Subcommittee on 129,000 Pound Truck Routes
Chairman Dwight Horsch called the meeting to order at 2:30 PM on Thursday, January 21, 2021.
ITB Members Jim Thompson and Jan Vassar participated.
ITB Chairman Bill Moad attended, along with principal Subcommittee staff members and
advisors Deputy Attorney General Tim Thomas, Chief Engineer Blake Rindlisbacher, Freight
Program Manager (FPM) Scott Luekenga, Executive Assistant to the Board Higgins, and Local
Highway Technical Assistance Council Administrator Jeff Miles.
Minutes: December 2, 2020. Member Thompson made a motion to approve the minutes
of the December 2, 2020 meeting.
Because the Subcommittee is comprised of three members, Chairman Horsch said a
second is not required for motions.
The motion passed unopposed.
Case #202006: SH-6, Milepost (MP) 0.000 to 9.858; SH-8, MP 2.331 to 25.549; and SH9, MP 0.000 to 13.522, District 2. FPM Luekenga presented the Chief Engineer’s evaluation of
the three referenced routes. The Division of Motor Vehicles reported that the highways are
classified as blue routes, allowing 95-foot overall vehicle length and a 5.5-foot off-track. The
bridge analysis determined that the 13 bridges on the routes will safely support vehicle
combinations up to 129,000 pounds, assuming the axle configuration conforms to the legal
requirements. The pavement conditions range from good to poor. These highways have no noninterstate high accident intersection locations; however, SH-9 has four high accident location
clusters. Between 2014 and 2019 there were a total of 214 crashes on these routes. Three of those
crashes involved a commercial motor vehicle; however, no fatalities resulted. The Chief
Engineer’s evaluation recommends approving the application.
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Aubrie Spence Senior Public Information Officer said close to 40 comments were
received during the 30-day public comment period. A number of comments were in support of
the route designation. The main opposition was due to concerns with safety and congestion,
specifically the lack of passing lanes.
Member Vassar noted that it would be closer for the applicant, Bennett Lumber Products
Inc., to transport its products from its facility on SH-6 west to US-95 versus east on SH-6 and
SH-9 and SH-8 to US-95. FPM Luekenga replied that Bennett Lumber is requesting this route as
an alternate in case SH-6 west to US-95 is closed or inaccessible.
Member Vassar said that the public comments opposing the route designation appear to
be due to misperceptions about these commercial motor vehicles.
Member Vassar moved to send case #202006, SH-6, milepost (MP) 0.000 to 9.858; SH-8,
MP 2.331 to 25.549; and SH-9, MP 0.000 to 13.522, to the Transportation Board with a
recommendation for approval.
The motion passed unopposed.
Revisions to 129,000 Pound Truck Route Manual. FPM Luekenga presented additional
revisions to the Manual based on the discussions at the last meeting. The main changes include
the addition of the Idaho Trucking Association as a Subcommittee coordinating agency and
additional timelines for the process to designate 129,000 pound truck routes if a request is
returned to staff or denied.
In response to ITB Chairman Moad’s question, FPM Luekenga said he presented the
timelines to the Idaho Trucking Advisory chairman, who had no objections.
Member Thompson made a motion to present the 129,000 Pound Truck Route Manual
revisions to the Transportation Board. The motion passed unanimously.
The meeting adjourned at 2:50 PM.
_________________________
Respectfully submitted by:
SUE S. HIGGINS
Executive Assistant & Secretary
Idaho Transportation Board
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Request For Designated Routes Up To 129,000 Pounds

ITD 4886 (Rev. 03-14)
itd.idaho.gov

Idaho Transportation Department

Case # 202101SH162

This form is designed to be completed electronically. If completing manually and additional space is needed, continue the
. on the front wit. h the continuation
. on the reverse sI'de. Correspond the number of the section
.
. on the reverse.
narrative
Company Name
Contact Person's Name
KBC Transport LLC
Wally Burchak
Contact Phone Number
Fax Number
E-Mail Address
208-926-4843
208-926-4269
wallykbc1@gmail.com
Company Address
State Zip Code
City
4689 Hwy 13
Kooskia
ID
83539

I

I I

State Highway Route(s) Requested

Vehicles operating on the requested routes cannot exceed the maximum overall length or off-track as shown on the Extra Length
Map at http://www.ltd.idaho.gov/dmv/poe/documents/extra.pdf. Submit a map with requested route(s) along with this completed
form .
. . . . !:iighway Number
Hwy 13
Hwy 12

Beginning Milepost
XXX
24.5 24.400
74 74.480
XX

Endinq Milepost
XX 26.390
26

23 30.819
XX

Hwy 162

XX
65 66.220

Local Route(s) Requested Changes made per Scott Luekenga, FPM in conjection with applicant.
Roadw�y__�_�ryie(s)
Old Hwy 7

Beginninq)YttleQQ§!_ .. End_ing Milepost

""""'""

Old Hwy 7

XX 8.000

·-·

Jurisdiction Name
Cottonwood Hwy District

Date Request Sent
3/10/2021

Union Hwy District

3/10/2021

Reasons for Reauest - Continue on reverse side if necessary, corresponding the number of the section with the continuation.
1. Justification
KBC Transport believes route on Hwy 162 and Old Hwy 7 will be a safer route to haul 129K loads from Kooskia than Hwy
13. This route has better sight lines, longer strait stretches for passing vehicles, and is a much staighter road than Hwy
13. Portion of route over local jurisdictions is in good condition and only has one bridge that is very short in length. Only
portion of load will span this bridge at one time. Hwy 162 portion is in good condition after reconstruction in recent years.
A route is needed to transport 129K loads from Kooskia/Kamiah and connect with Hwy 95. This is safest route with best
road conditions to connect Kooskia/Kamiah commerce to Hwy 95. Utilization of 129K loads will mean fewer trucks overall
traveling Idaho County roads to haul same volume of products.
2. Associated Economic Benefits
Transport Logs & Lumber more efficiently from Kooskia to sawmill in Tamarack. Also haul Finished Lumber from Kooskia
location to Boise Valley on 129K loads. The application will also allow 129K lumber loads from Kamiah Mill location and
connect with existina 129K route on Hwy 95.
3. Approximate Number of Trips Annually
250
4. Commodities Being Transported
Logs & Lumber
5. Anticipated Start Date to Use Requested Routes ASAP
Requestor's Printed Name
Requestor's Signature
KBC Transport LLC by Wally Burchak

Date
3/8/2021

Requester is required to submit a completed application to ITD (see below) and to city, county, and/or highway district
officials where the requested state route (or state route segm ent) is contiguous to respective jurisdiction(s).
Idaho Transportation Department
Attn: Chief Engineer
PO Box 7129
Boise ID 83707 -1129
I

ITD Use Only
Hwy

Fax: (208) 334-8195

or

Email:
officeofthechiefengineer@itd.idaho.gov
I Proceed

Reject

Date
Page 1 of 2
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Case # 202101SH162
SH-13: MP 24.400 – 26.390
US-12: MP 74.480 – 66.220
SH-162: MP 30.819 – 8.000

MP 23
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Evaluation of Idaho 162
Milepost 8.0 to Milepost 31.07
(Case #201510SH162)

Executive Summary
Arlo G. Lott Trucking submitted a request for 129,000 pound trucking approval on State Highway (SH)162 between mile post (M.P.) 8.0 and M.P. 31.07 for transportation of primarily lumber. The request
projects up to 1,040 trips annually. District 2, the Department of Motor Vehicles and Bridge Asset
Management all recommend proceeding with this request.
Because SH-162 is coded as a “Blue Route,” the vehicle(s) will be required to make a 5.5 foot off-track
and operate at or under the 95-foot maximum overall length. The roadway and bridges will, however,
safely support 129,000-pound vehicles. The requested roadway is generally rated fair to good with the
section between M.P. 30.82 and 31.07 being rated very poor (at the junction of U.S. 12 and S.H. 162 in
Kamiah, Idaho). The Commercial Average Annual Daily Traffic (CAADT) is rated as light relative to
Average Annual Daily Traffic (AADT). This corridor has zero High Accident Location (HAL) non-interstate
segments. Analyses of the 5-year accident data shows there were a total of 38 accidents involving 43
units. There were 22 injuries and one fatality that occurred throughout these segments. Of the total
accidents, one involved tractor trailer combinations. Further analyses of this accident shows that it
involved a tractor trailer that failed to negotiate a curve. The driver was cited for driving too fast for
conditions. The fatal accident involved a single passenger vehicle. No truck ramps exist along this route.
The grade in 7-Mile Canyon ranges from 3% to 8.3% and is approximately 5 miles in length.
The foremen for this route reported that the route experiences some rutting and pushing of the
plantmix. In addition, the district recommends constructing chain-up/down locations at the top of 7Mile Canyon grade.

Detailed Analysis
Department of Motor Vehicles (DMV) Review
All Idaho Transportation Department routes are currently categorized by their ability to handle various
extra-length vehicle combinations and their off-tracking allowances. The categories used when
considering allowing vehicle combinations to carry increased axle weights above 105,500 pounds and up
to 129,000 pounds are:



Blue routes at 95 foot overall vehicle length and a 5.50-foot off-track
Red routes at 115 foot overall vehicle length and a 6.50-foot off-track.
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Case #201510SH162
Off-tracking is the turning radius of the vehicle combination, which assists in keeping them safely in their
lane of travel. Off-tracking occurs because the rear wheels of trailer trucks do not pivot, and therefore
will not follow the same path as the front wheels. The greater the distance between the front wheels
and the rear wheels of the vehicle, the greater the amount of off-track. The DMV confirms that the
requested routes fall under one of the above categories and meet all length and off-tracking
requirements for that route. More specifically, the requested section of SH-162 is designated a blue
route and as such all trucks must adhere to the 5.5-foot off-track and 95- foot overall vehicle length
criteria.

Bridge Review
Bridges on all publicly owned routes in Idaho are inspected every two years at a minimum to
ensure they can safely accommodate vehicles. A variety of inspections may be performed
including routine inspections, in-depth inspections, underwater inspections, and complex bridge
inspections. All are done to track the current condition of a bridge and make repairs if needed.
When determining the truck-carrying capacity of a bridge, consideration is given to the types of
vehicles that routinely use the bridge and the condition of the bridge. Load limits may be placed
on a bridge if, through engineering analysis, it is determined the bridge cannot carry legal truck
loads.
ITD Bridge Asset Management has reviewed the five bridges pertaining to these requests and
determined they will safely support the 129,000-pound truck load, provided the truck’s axle
configuration conforms to legal requirements. To review load rating data for each of the bridges,
see the Bridge Data chart below.

ITD District 2 Evaluation
This segment has been evaluated and the District recommends proceeding.
General: The roadway is in good condition with 11 foot lanes and 1-4 foot paved shoulders. The
roadway is not deficient. CAADT is rated as light relative to AADT. This is primarily a 55 mph route with
one segment posted at 40/25mph from M.P. 22.297 to 31.07 in Kamiah, Idaho. Limitation on travel time
is not warranted. Spring breakup limits would not pertain to this section. Chain-up/down locations
should be constructed at the top of 7-Mile Canyon grade.
Updates: From M.P. 8.0 to 13.1, major reconstruction took place that added ballast to the roadway,
widened the roadway to 30 feet, and flattened slopes in 2012. Also, in 2012, the section from M.P. 14.9
to 23.1 had a construction project that combined a cold-in-place recycling with an overlay. In addition, a
curve was widened and guardrail was installed. In 2013, a similar major reconstruction took place
between M.P. 13.1 and 14.9 that added ballast to the roadway, widened the roadway to 30 feet, and
flattened slopes. A sealcoat from M.P. 8.0 to 23.1 is planned in 2016.
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Case #201510SH162
Operations field review: The route begins at M.P. 8.00 (4-Corners) on SH-162 and ends at M.P. 31.07 at
the junction of U.S. 12 and S.H. 162 in Kamiah, Idaho and is controlled by one foreman area. The
foremen for this route reported that the route does experience some rutting and pushing of the
plantmix. The foreman reported concern for off tracking of current tractor trailer combinations. An
onsite review of all vehicle combinations will determine if this is a road geometric issue or an operator
issue.
Safety: This corridor has zero (0) High Accident Location (HAL) non-interstate segments. Analyses of the
5-year accident data shows there were a total of 38 accidents involving 43 units. There were 22 injuries
and one fatality that occurred throughout these segments. Of the total accidents one involved tractor
trailer combinations. Further analyses of this accident shows that it involved a tractor trailer that failed
to negotiate a curve. The driver was cited for “Too Fast for Conditions.” The fatal accident involved a
single passenger vehicle. The summary of this information shows there would be little effect by the
addition of the 129,000-pound capacity tractor trailer combinations.
Mobility: There are no passing lanes on this road section.
Public Concerns: The District is unaware of any public concerns that pertain to this request along this
route.
Truck Ramps: No truck ramps exist along this route. The grade in 7-Mile Canyon ranges from 3% to
8.3% and is approximately 5 miles in length. The District is unaware of any runaway trucks in the past
on this section.
Port of Entry: The POE has been contacted and they believe there are adequate locations along the
route to monitor commercial vehicles for compliance. POE also mentioned that because SH-162 is
coded as a “Blue Route” the vehicles would still be required to make a 5.50 off-track and operate under
a 95’ maximum overall length.
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Evaluation of Idaho 162
Milepost 8.0 to Milepost 31.07
(Case #201510SH162)

Tams Pavement Condition Data:

Year Route BMP EMP Lenth Pavement Type Deficient (Y/N)
2014 SH162 0.000 0.394 0.394 Flexible
No
2014 SH162 0.394 8.000 7.606 Flexible
No
2014 SH162 8.000 8.780 0.780 Flexible
No
2014 SH162 8.780 13.100 4.320 Flexible
No
2014 SH162 13.100 14.800 1.700 Flexible
No
2014 SH162 14.800 23.065 8.265 Flexible
No
2014 SH162 30.819 31.077 0.258 Flexible
Yes

Functional Class Deficient Reason CI RI Rut Ave (in) Condition State AADT CAADT Speed Limit
Rural Major Collector
None
5 2.22 0.16
Fair
603 70
25
Rural Major Collector
None
2 2.88 0.10
Fair
499 60
50
Rural Major Collector
None
5 3.69 0.17
Good
799 80
55
Rural Major Collector
None
5 3.36 0.29
Good
800 80
55
Rural Major Collector
None
5 3.40 0.09
Good
800 80
55
Rural Major Collector
None
5 3.99 0.12
Good
982 84
55
Rural Major Collector CI and RI 1.4 1.90 0.22
Very Poor 2545 129
25
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Evaluation of Idaho 162
Milepost 8.0 to Milepost 31.07
(Case #201510SH162)

Bridge Data:
Route Number:
Department:
Date:
From:
Milepost:
To:
Milepost:
Highway
Number
162
162
162
162
162

SH 162
Bridge Asset Management
6/24/2015
Kamiah, ID
31.07
near Greencreek, ID
8.00
Milepost
Marker
20.56
19.30
17.85
17.61
17.04

Bridge
Key
14931
14925
14924
14923
14922

121 Ratinga
(lbs)
310,000
338,000
OK EJ
OK EJ
OK EJ

a:

The bridge is adequate if it has a rating value greater than 121,000
pounds or is designated as "OK EJ" (okay by engineering judgment).
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Mr.	
  Rush,	
  
	
  	
  
I	
  would	
  like	
  to	
  express	
  my	
  concern	
  and	
  objection	
  to	
  Highway	
  13	
  being	
  
considered	
  for	
  129,000	
  lbs,	
  loads.	
  
	
  
Respectfully,	
  
	
  	
  
Gene	
  Meinen	
  
Idaho	
  County	
  Road	
  Supervisor	
  
4682	
  Highway	
  13	
  
Kooskia,	
  Idaho	
  83539
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Mr. Adam Rush,
While I have many opinions on what is going on currently on this
side of the world, I typically choose to bite my tongue on big [federal]
issues and let things run its course, as they always eventually
do. However, when I was informed about the proposed application
to allow bigger and heavier trucks to run on my hometown highway,
I knew I had to speak my piece.
As I am sure you are aware, we are a small town of hard working
people, who do what we can to keep our community and families
safe. We already have large trucks traveling through our town on a
regular basis, and my concern is not just the inconvenience of larger
trucks slowing other vehicles down, but the potential danger that
comes with trucks that heavy on already unsafe roads. If you took
the time to walk along Highway 13, it would quickly come to your
attention that our roads are not equipped to handle such loads. Not
only are they very narrow lanes, but the outside curbs are basically
nonexistent. On many parts of the road, the white line is painted on
dirt because either the pavement was not poured properly /wide
enough, or the pavement is breaking off. It is very alarming to me
that it would even be considered to put heavier equipment on an
already unstable surface.
Having immediate family in law enforcement in the area, I hear about
accidents quite often and how a lot of them are caused by unsafe
road conditions. This is extremely unsettling seeing as these roads
are not only used by citizens, but by children in school buses and
tourists who do not know the roads well. I don't think I need to
point out the danger of a truck hitting a broken part of the road just
right, or how easily these trucks and trailers can tip over.
Please be assured that this letter will not be the last, as I have made it
a personal priority to bring these matters to the attention of my
neighbors, friends, family, and coworkers in the area, none of whom
are the least bit supportive of this change. We are aware that there
22

are other routes these trucks can take, and will do what it takes to
make sure that Highway 13 is not one of them.
Kymberlee Smith
127 Loloyn Lane
Kooskia, ID 83539
208-926-7743
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Mr.	
  Rush,	
  
	
  	
  
	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  Although	
  our	
  trucks	
  do	
  not	
  travel	
  on	
  highway	
  13	
  from	
  
Grangeville	
  down	
  to	
  Kooskia,	
  I	
  have	
  personally	
  been	
  on	
  it	
  many	
  times	
  
and	
  am	
  extremely	
  uncomfortable	
  with	
  the	
  potential	
  ramifications	
  of	
  
allowing	
  vehicles	
  with	
  the	
  129,000	
  pound	
  specifications	
  to	
  traverse	
  
that	
  route.	
  	
  I	
  urge	
  you	
  to	
  deny	
  the	
  request.	
  	
  
	
  	
  
William	
  C.	
  Stellmon	
  
President,	
  Excel	
  Transport,	
  Inc.
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Mr.	
  Rush,	
  
I	
  am	
  concerned	
  about	
  the	
  oversized	
  trucks	
  that	
  you	
  are	
  wanting	
  to	
  
allow	
  on	
  Highway	
  13.	
  I	
  live	
  in	
  McCall	
  primarily,	
  but	
  have	
  all	
  of	
  family	
  in	
  
Kooskia	
  and	
  visit	
  there	
  quite	
  often.	
  	
  The	
  roads	
  at	
  this	
  time,	
  are	
  not	
  
equipped	
  to	
  handle	
  the	
  heavy	
  loads	
  that	
  would	
  driving	
  through	
  
there.	
  	
  Not	
  only	
  are	
  they	
  very	
  narrow	
  lanes,	
  but	
  the	
  outside	
  curbs	
  are	
  
basically	
  nonexistent.	
  	
  On	
  many	
  parts	
  of	
  the	
  road,	
  the	
  white	
  line	
  is	
  
painted	
  on	
  dirt	
  because	
  either	
  the	
  pavement	
  was	
  not	
  poured	
  properly	
  
/wide	
  enough,	
  or	
  the	
  pavement	
  is	
  breaking	
  off.	
  	
  It	
  is	
  very	
  alarming	
  to	
  
me	
  that	
  it	
  would	
  even	
  be	
  considered	
  to	
  put	
  heavier	
  equipment	
  on	
  an	
  
already	
  unstable	
  surface.	
  	
  
My	
  brother	
  is	
  with	
  Grangeville	
  PD	
  and	
  I	
  hear	
  about	
  accidents	
  quite	
  
often	
  and	
  how	
  a	
  lot	
  of	
  them	
  are	
  caused	
  by	
  unsafe	
  road	
  
conditions.	
  	
  This	
  is	
  extremely	
  unsettling	
  seeing	
  as	
  these	
  roads	
  are	
  not	
  
only	
  used	
  by	
  citizens,	
  but	
  by	
  children	
  in	
  school	
  buses	
  and	
  tourists	
  who	
  
do	
  not	
  know	
  the	
  roads	
  well.	
  	
  I	
  don't	
  think	
  I	
  need	
  to	
  point	
  out	
  the	
  
danger	
  of	
  a	
  truck	
  hitting	
  a	
  broken	
  part	
  of	
  the	
  road	
  just	
  right,	
  or	
  how	
  
easily	
  these	
  trucks	
  and	
  trailers	
  can	
  tip	
  over.	
  
Please	
  consider	
  these	
  issues	
  and	
  how	
  it	
  will	
  affect	
  citizens	
  of	
  the	
  
community	
  both	
  short	
  and	
  long	
  term.	
  	
  We	
  need	
  to	
  limit	
  the	
  large	
  truck	
  
usage	
  of	
  Highway	
  13	
  –	
  there	
  are	
  alternate	
  routes	
  that	
  can	
  and	
  should	
  
be	
  taken.	
  
	
  
Melanie von Lutzow	
  
Human Resources	
  
Evergreen Forest	
  
Tamarack Energry Partnership	
  
P.O. Box H	
  
New Meadows, ID 83654	
  
(208) 347-2111 Ext . 227	
  
Fax: (208) 347-2273	
  

melaniev@frontier.com
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Adam as we know there is a push by a few business owners and trucking
companies to increase the weight here in idaho.
Well, to put it simply we do not have the highway system in place to allow these
extended length vehicles to operate on a consistent basis. For one the extra
length and weight would increase the number of truck and car accidents on the
highway simply because it will slow down traffic and make it much harder to pass
these slower vehicles with the extra length.
The offtrack these larger vehicles will have will make them difficult to navigate on
our narrow highways with sharp corners. It will lead to increased wear on the
highway because of the increased torque required to pull the load over the hill
not to mention increasing the number of spinouts, jackknifes plus mechanical
problems.
Before the trucks should be allowed to pull larger loads they should have to be
specced out with heavier running gear and increased horsepower to handle the
loads.
You should allow 51000 on a tridem thus eliminating the need for extended
length vehicles. IN canada they run tri-drive trucks to haul heavier loads as they
offer twice the traction of a tandem. They also pull b trains so they can drop a
trailer go over the pass and come back and get the other trailer so they do not
get stuck on the pass.
The increased weight will give the advantage to big carriers and cause the
smaller owner operators to cease to exist. Pulling two trailers is always an
increased risk, but adding more weight and length will more than double the
chances of problems.
They argue it will cut down on trucks but they will only gain 23000 in total weight
with over half being in the way of increased lightweight. If you increased what
you put on a tridem to 51000 not only would they see a greater benefit for the
total amount of freight hauled and that we would not all have to go buy special
equipment to compete.
Think that 7000# increase would allow more weight without a huge increase in
empty weight. Even allowing the addition of more axles to increase the weight
hauled is a much more viable option for everyone. Like 5 or 6 axles on a 53
instead of 4. They can still meet offtrack and haul increased payload.
Remember, safety is key and what works on freeways does not work on narrow
mountain roads with tight corners and steep hills.
The businesses just want to get product hauled cheaper for their bottom line, not
ours. So before you increase weight on our substandard roads why not rebuild
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them first, adding more lanes as 95 should be four lines minimum border to
border along with 12?
The local road districts here on the camas prairie cannot afford the increased
maintenance to the road and we do not need the increased problems that go with
it. A five to six ton increase in payload will not justify the problems associated
with it.
If you’re going to allow it, all trucks must be rated for the loads they are pulling,
not just take a light highway outfit and overload the components as to which its
rated for.
I have over 34 years experience owning and operating trucks myself. So look at
the Canadians who haul heavier loads and see how they do it in British Columbia
and make it work.
Thanks
Frank Arnzen
Arnzen Transfer
Cottonwood Idaho
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Highways 13 and 162 should not have trucks over a certain
weight and length on them period.
It is far too dangerous for myself and fellow Idahoans who
not only live in the various cities and counties near Kamiah,
but for those of us who have to drive the roads as well.
Please just consider routing the trucks over to highways 95
and 12 the quickest and safest ways possible. Who are you
going to believe, a bunch of politicians and more in Boise
who have probably never seen or driven these roads year
round and who know them well or the people who actually
live up here in northern and central Idaho who drive them
daily and in all sorts of weather conditions?
It's common sense.
Say no to trucks over certain lengths and weights on these
highways.
Thanks,
Concerned Idahoan
Dave Funke of Lewiston.
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December 7, 2015

Attn: Adam Rush
Idaho Transportation Department
Boise, ID

Re: Requests for designated routes up to 129,000 pounds on SH 13 and SH162

Thank you for the opportunity to present comments regarding the above requests. I have
reviewed the application as well as all the information provided on your website regarding this
request.
I am a resident of Harpster, Idaho and am directly impacted by this proposal. I understand the
economic drivers that prompted Arlo Lott Trucking to make the request but feel that economics
need to be blended with impacts of these routes to other users when additional weight and
length are added to commercial trucks.
I am opposed to allowing the additional weight and length for trucks on SH13. I feel the only
route that should be considered for this application be SH162.
My itemized concerns/comments are as follows:
*The proposed SH 13 route from Grangeville, down Harpster Grade, along South Fork
Clearwater River to the junction of US Highway 12 passes through 3 small towns, Harpster,
Stites and Kooskia. These townsites have residential areas close to the roads with children and
pets in close proximity. The route along SH 162 only passes through one small town, Kamiah,
thereby reducing exposure to townsite residential areas.
*SH13 parallels the South Fork Clearwater River. An accident on this road would have more
devastating effects to a river which has anadromous fish and threatened fish species,
recreational use by fisherman, swimmers and floaters, water quality and other riverine
amenities. SH162 would not have these same concerns and would make for a more
appropriate route.
*SH13 from the top of Harpster Grade to Stites suffers from lack of adequate road shoulders.
The route especially along the river is narrow and unforgiving. The river is immediately adjacent
on one side and steep, often rocky outcrops exist on the opposite. There is little room for a
mistake or recovery while driving, making this route hazardous as it exists without adding
vehicles with additional weight and length.
*Having lived on SH13 for the last 20 years, I have been exposed to many of the hazards
inherent. There are several very sharp blind corners especially between the bottom of Harpster
Grade and Stites, where vehicles, not just trucks, mistakenly take the curve too fast or cut
corners, resulting in traffic in the center of the road rather than on their appropriate travel way. I
can not start to count the number of “close calls” I have experienced when people come around
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the corner in my lane! Adding additional weight and length will only exacerbate this situation.
The analysis may show trucks can negotiate these curves with additional weight and length but
let’s face it, we are human and situations we create are often less than desirable and risky.
Please do no increase this risk by allowing this proposal on SH13. There are currently no plans
in the ITIP to improve these blind corners on SH 13.
*As your engineering analysis states, lack of passing lanes and lack of sight distance is an
issue. If larger trucks are permitted, they will no doubt have to slow down causing other users
of the road to travel slower than the speed limit, become congested, become anxious and
attempt to pass. (I rarely see trucks pull over to allow traffic they are holding up to pass!) This
in itself will create a safety issue. Although SH162 has some challenges that are similar, they
are not to the same degree as SH13.
*Speed limits vary many times along the SH13 proposed route but are more consistent along
SH162 route. This indicates to me that the driving along SH13 is “more technical” and requires
constant attentive driving with less room for error. Currently vehicles roar into Harpster and are
half way through town before they slow down.
*Your accident statistics and fatalities indicate to me that SH13 is a more dangerous route than
SH162 comparatively, making SH162 the better choice for this request.
*Harpster Grade has many switchbacks and is a challenging road, especially in foggy or poor
weather conditions. SH 162 is a straighter road. Enough said.

I hope that you give my comments due consideration. As a resident directly impacted by the
SH13 request, I am opposed. I feel that the request is more appropriately granted ONLY on SH
162.
I do support ITD considering a project for the ITIP to improve several of the blind corners on SH
13, provided the fix does not impact the riverside and adjustments are made on the cutslope
side only.

Sincerely,

Cynthia Lane
263 Sears Creek Road
Harpster, ID 83552
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November	
  16,	
  2015
	
  
Mr.	
  Adam	
  Rush,
	
  
I	
  am	
  writing	
  to	
  you	
  concerning	
  the	
  Hwy	
  13	
  
proposal	
  for	
  129,000lb	
  weight	
  limit.	
  	
  
	
  
As	
  a	
  resident	
  of	
  Grangeville,	
  Idaho,	
  who	
  travels	
  
Hwy	
  13,	
  I	
  am	
  greatly	
  concerned.	
  Hwy	
  13	
  is	
  already	
  
in	
  very	
  sad	
  shape.	
  There	
  are	
  several	
  areas	
  where	
  
this	
  is	
  NO	
  shoulder	
  on	
  this	
  narrow	
  curvy	
  Hwy.	
  	
  
	
  
The	
  road	
  is	
  dangerous	
  enough	
  without	
  adding	
  
larger	
  trucks	
  and	
  heavier	
  loads	
  to	
  do	
  more	
  
damage	
  along	
  with	
  the	
  existing	
  damage.	
  Not	
  only	
  I,	
  
but	
  my	
  husband,	
  children,	
  and	
  grandchildren	
  drive	
  
Hwy	
  13.	
  We	
  are	
  strongly	
  opposed	
  to	
  increasing	
  
the	
  weight	
  limit	
  on	
  Hwy	
  13.
	
  
Thank	
  you	
  for	
  your	
  consideration,
	
  
Cherylyn	
  Kerley
43	
  Deerwood	
  Dr.
Grangeville,	
  ID,	
  83530
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Dear Adam Rush,
We strongly oppose the proposed plan to allow 129,000 lb,
95’ long truck/trailers to travel on Highway 13. It would be a
great danger to other people traveling the highway.
First, Highway 13 is a dangerous road already. The highway
itself winds tightly the whole way from Kamiah to
Grangeville. Logging trucks regularly cross either the white
line or the yellow line to make the corners. A 95’ long truck
is not going to be able to make the corners without crossing
the lines. Crossing the yellow line obviously endangers
oncoming traffic. There is a lot of recreational traffic on
Highway 13 heading down to the Clearwater River, including
trucks pulling campers, trailers with ATVs, and boats. It will
be difficult for them to pass oncoming double trailered
trucks around curves.
Secondly, Highway 13 is not in good repair. There are
always potholes and bulges in the surface of the pavement
that already endanger vehicles. Trucks with double trailers
will be bouncing and fish tailing even worse, especially in
winter. Double trailers are innately more dangerous.
Thirdly, the slow speed of the heavy trucks will be a danger.
Highway 13 is the main route between Grangeville and
Harpster/Kooskia. There is a lot of residential traffic as well
as recreational traffic and there are few places to pass,
passing zones are short so people trying to pass the extra
long trucks will face added risk.
Highway 13 had 100 accidents, 49 injury accidents, and 4
fatalities in a 5-year period. During this same 5-year period,
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Highway 162 had 38 accidents, 22 injury accidents, and one
fatality. Please consider Route 162, as it is much straighter
and has longer sight lines. It is a safer alternative.
Sincerely, Peter and Nathalie Kretzmann
1783 Highway 13
Grangeville, ID 83530
208.983-1620
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Name: Cynthia Lane
Phone Number: 208-983-3875
Email Address: lanefamily1988@gmail.com
Specific Route: SH13
Comments: Opposed to allowing additional vehicle weight, up to
129,000 pounds as proposed on SH13. More appropriate route
would be SH162. Will send letter with detailed concerns.
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Name: Rodney Lane
Phone Number: 208-816-8488
Email Address: Blank
Specific Route: Highway 13 and Highway 162
Comments: These are my comments concerning the application to
make SH 13 and SH 162 designated routes for trucks up to
129,000 lbs and up to 95 feet. I am opposed to either SH13 or
SH162 having additional weight or length approved. Problems
exist with the current trucking traffic. They are often not in their
own lane making travel dangerous for other users. They often
“convoy” currently causing road rage. Passing is near impossible!
One additional death on either of these roads is NOT acceptable to
me! These are small rural roads. They are recreational travel routes
for motorhomes, motorcycles and provide the traveler with scenic
value at a slower leisurely pace. These roads are school bus routes
with frequent stops and should be restricted. They are not suited to
the truck traffic they now have much less additional weight and
length. These roads are not maintained currently to appropriate
standards in my mind for commercial truck traffic. They have road
sloughs (especially near top of Harpster Grade), guardrails that are
falling off the road due to the road width being so narrow, rocks
and other hazards in the road year round. These challenges are
tough in a passenger vehicle and worse in a commercial truck. In
fact, I feel commercial trucks should be banned from both these
roads. Allowing additional weight and length will not reduce
congestion or reduce the number of trips as stated by the proponent.
It will be a business decision and when they want they will exceed
the 1040 trips annually. No one will stop that! Please deny this
proposal for SH 13 and SH 162. Rodney Lane Harpster, ID
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Verbal Comments
Good afternoon. It's 4:00 p.m. on Thursday,
December 3, 2015. The location is the Kamiah
Elementary School, 711 Ninth Street. It is
the date, time and place for an Idaho
Transportation Department hearing on
applications for 129,000‑pound routes on U.S.
12 from Kamiah to Kooskia, mile post 66.22
to mile post 73.85; on Idaho 13 from Kooskia
to Grangeville, mile post 0 to mile post
26.39 and on Idaho 162 from Kamiah to Four
Corners, mile post 31.07 to mile post 8.
Information for this hearing and for written
comments submitted directly to the Idaho
Transportation Department has been
previously provided through ITD press
releases to local newspapers, TV stations
and radio stations.
In addition, a newspaper ad was placed in
the November 17 edition of the "Lewiston
Tribune" and the November 19 edition of the
"Clearwater Progress" in Kamiah. The closing
date for comments is December 17, 2015.
My name is Jan Vassar. I am the Idaho
Transportation Department District 2 board
member and I will be the hearing officer for
this hearing. With me are the following
staff: Jim Carpenter, COO in Boise, Idaho
headquarters; Dave Kuisti, District 2
engineer; Doral Hoff, District 2 engineering
manager and Ken Helm, senior planner.
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To give a statement, please begin by stating
your name and address and who you are
representing if other than
yourself. Courtesy is expected in the
hearing room to minimize or eliminate
interference with recording equipment.
This is not a forum for question and answer
sessions although the chair may ask
questions to clarify testimony. An
information room is available to answer your
questions. Thank you. We welcome your
testimony.
State Sen. Shawn Keough:
I have two hats of course. I have my state
senate hat and I submitted comments to the
director but maybe I should leave a set with
you. So there's these with my state senate
and then I have ‑ as you know, I have a day
job.
And that's with Associated Logging
Contractors and Steve Sherich is our ALC
president and he wanted me to submit these
on behalf of him and the logging association.
Just in general terms with my ALC hat on and,
again, recognizing the potential appearance
of a conflict of interest, it's our hope
that the ITD board will take a close look at
Highway 13 in particular.
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Both highways because of the geography and
the road bed, the off‑track issues, because
we're concerned as you'll see in the notes
that the analysis ‑ initial analysis done by
ITD, at least what's available to the public,
is ‑ has some gaps in it and so right there
there's concerns that particularly on
Highway 13 when the analysis says that
there's one to two foot shoulders I believe
across the highway, there's some places
where the white line is going over on the
edge of the asphalt and in some places,
there's gaps in that asphalt. And so again,
the concern is there's some gaps there.
And the issue for the loggers is safety. There
may be ‑ or there certainly are places where
129 configurations make sense in Idaho but
only if they're safe.
And those were the goals that were
delineated in the Legislature and when the
governor signed it into law.
Jerry Frei, Grangevile Highway District
We just have a mile and a half of the Old
Highway 7 where it joins 95, you know. We're
level ground there so it's not, we don't
really have too big of issue.
The other two commissioners, they ‑ we're
always ‑ they're always pretty concerned
about in the spring, you know, when it gets
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soft that they're going to tear up the road
and people are hauling oversized loads. I
don't know whether that's happening or not
but wherever you have a hill is where you
run into a little more trouble with heavy
loads only because you still only got two
drivers and either you're pulling or you're
braking. Or not necessarily ‑ you're braking
on everything but you're using your jake
brakes. You're down to two axles. But
otherwise on the level, I can see the weight
distribution being pretty decent.
Everybody's pretty concerned about keeping
your roads from being tore up. I mean it costs
so dang much to fix, you know. So it is an
issue when you either overload or put really
heavy loads on but I realize that they have
weight distributed. Just that the drivers,
whatever you're pulling a hill or going down a
hill, your drivers have a little more effect
on the road than you would if you weren't very
heavy.
But you got to remember progress, you know.
I mean people need to make a living and it
seems like efficiency ‑ no matter what
industry you're in, efficiency's a little
more critical all the time.
If I was to make a recommendation, we would
like to see a new Highway 13 because it
doesn't affect us.
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Andy Lott, Arlo G. Lott Trucking
Andy Lott, Arlo Lott Trucking, and we're in
support of the 129,000‑pound routes that
we're requesting of Highway 13, Highway 12,
Highway 162 and then County Road 7 or 8.
It's the one when you go up Highway 162 when
you leave here.
Basically, what our main intent is is
Highway 162. That's what we really want.
We've applied for Highway 13 because we
wanted to see which direction we can go. Our
trucks will make the off‑track.
You know, we fit all the requirements to run
Highway 13. Currently, we're running Highway
13 every day with trucks that are the same
length.
So the only difference you're going to see is
the number of axles on the truck running
Highway 13 versus, for example, right now
we're on seven axles at 106,000 and then
you'll see us ‑ actually, we'll be at 127,000
on ten axles. We may (inaudible). We make a
little better off‑track. I think we're at 5.33
off‑track with our new combination versus
we're at 5.5 currently. So yeah. 5.33. So our
off‑track's just a little bit better.
We ran a trial run about 45 days ago with the
State of Idaho. They filmed it, making sure
that combination would run up and down Highway
13 and it passed and, you know, everything
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looked good.
Highway 13 is fine. We've been running it.
One of the things that we look at that I
don't ‑ I want an alternative route, Highway
162, and I would love to run 162 all the
time and the reason is that Highway 13's
just a little more crowded especially
running alongside the river.
But wintertime pulling Harpster Grade. We
don't even run that way with our
106,000‑pound trucks in the winter.
So we really want 162 and the County Road 7
or 8, whatever it is, at Four Corners that
takes us into Grangeville.
I looked at where we're at. This doesn't
necessarily show the Kamiah‑Kooskia mills that
we haul out of but my count was as of October,
we're at about 700 loads out of this area
currently and that will reduce ‑ by these
129,000 pound trucks, it will reduce us a
couple hundred loads a year and the
efficiencies of it is going to be so much
better than what we've currently been doing.
We're in full support of it.
My other concern is that we've been running
these highways since 1971. In fact, we
started out hauling in 1971 out of Kamiah,
Idaho, out of the Godwin Cedar Mill. My
father had one truck and as a boy, I was
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here with him and so we've been doing this a
long time.
But it's the inexperienced trucking
companies that would get into this market at
129. That has us concerned. Because of
safety.
If we get this passed at 129 and we go out
and we do a good job and then we get
inexperienced companies coming in and flip
trucks in rivers ‑ that has us a little bit
concerned. That's a safety issue. It's a
risk that bothers us. But going forward, we
went through the same thing when we went
from 80,000 to 106 and I was there through
that transition.
And it's worked. It became a standard. So I
look for the 129 to become a standard also.
We're doing it in Utah. We're doing it in
Nevada. We're doing it in Montana and
Wyoming.
So Highway 13, it will work for us. We're
concerned about wintertime. We don't want to
run it during the winter. That's why we want
162 and if we could just have 162 ‑ I should
back up. If I can get 13 to the Clearwater
Mill, come back out to 12, hit 162, come
back into Grangeville, that works wonderful.

Robin Kohls
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The whole thing is there is no good, that
Highway 13 has no sides. It's either rock or
water and both of them are straight and so it
doesn't give anybody anywhere to go and if you
meet a couple one of those ‑ that's a big rig
and I don't care what they say. When it comes
around a corner, the perfect driver and the
perfect load, he can stay in his lane.
Otherwise, he ain't going to stay in his lane.
The other thing that I do know about that
road is lots of sportsmen on that road, a
lot of sportsmen, and so that's always a
thing. Fishermen, they don't care what a
white line is.
They don't know you're supposed to turn
around in an intersection or something.
Well, let's turn around. But anyway, that's
my thought is it's a big ‑ a big lot of load.
When you have 162, that's an open road and
so if you're going to definitely do it, then
I would pick that road for it.
That would be just more access and better
roads. If they need down there, then come
162.
Wally Burchak
There's a couple landowners I know pretty
well that are concerned along Highway 13. We
just had a pretty in‑depth discussion.
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Number one, we're the biggest single user on
Highway 13 by far and this is all laid out in
my letter but just so you understand, we have
on the average 8 to 10 trucks a day clear up
to 15 trucks and the reason is it's our main
transportation corridor between the sawmill
and Tamarack and Kooskia and the same owners
of the sawmill are all actually part owners in
the trucking company along with myself. So
this route is extremely important to us.
That said, we also recognize that there can be
some economic benefits to larger loads
provided ‑ that's a big word there ‑ that it
can be done safely. And I testified in Riggins
so I thought I should just mention it briefly
because I do feel that it's an issue because
we're going to run into it even with these
trucks going up Highway 13 and that is the
fact that there still is a section on Highway
95 that I'm fearful is not very safe and that
is the section that goes from the mill
basically as Tamarack ‑ mill at Tamarack to
Council. That's a bad section that I would
love to see whatever we could do to help each
other to get that fixed.
The other section, and it's a much smaller
section, is from the top of Smoky Boulder to ‑
it's approximately a five or six, seven mile
section there on Highway 95 outside of Riggins
to the top of Smoky Boulder. I feel it's worth
stating because of the fact that as you get
more and more potentially 129 trucks on the
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roadway, those are going to be problem areas
that I would love to see as much as possible
ITD focus more dollars in those areas.
I'm saying, "Hey, I agree. Let's build 129
corridors but let's make them safe and let's
try to funnel money as much as we can.
So my concern with Highway 13 is this and that
is our drivers travel all over five western
states and virtually all of them will tell you
that the most difficult road they drive is
Highway 13.
The reason it's difficult, it's such a windy
corridor with very short sight lines. You
can't see down the road far enough because you
have all these tight corners. Therefore, from
a driver's perspective, you can't see off in a
distance enough to anticipate hazards in the
road. So the further you can see down the road,
the safer you can adjust to that whether that
be braking, maneuvering around it. You're
severely limited on Highway 13.
The good thing is a good portion of that that
is the worst section which is Harpster Grade
is 35‑mile‑an‑hour speed limit, so at least
everyone's going slower or should be going
slower. The other big problem on Highway 13 is
that you have a very narrow shoulder, one to
two foot wide. I've got pictures to show that
in a lot of instances, it's even less than six
inches. It does not match your evaluation.
It's worse ‑ it's much worse than that.
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And the other problem is you have a steep
embankment dropping down in the river canyon
as you climb Highway 13 and you got a steep
embankment on your uphill side so from a
commercial driver's perspective, you just
don't have anywhere to go if something bad
happens. You don't have anywhere ‑ room to
maneuver.
As I was looking at some of these issues,
you show that from the top of Harpster Grade
to Grangeville is in the poorest condition.
You list it as poor.
So you start from Grangeville and work your
way back. You have that listed as poor. It is
primarily because of pavement. You have some
ruts in it and I know it's ‑ I think it's on
the agenda to fix but you have Harpster Grade
here listed as fair and I would argue from a
commercial driver's standpoint that is
completely opposite. And the reason is that
you're just looking at pavement conditions and
a commercial driver has to look at safety and
how do I negotiate all these corners with
limited sight distance and poor pavement
conditions.
So this is part of an attachment. So on the
bottom section, this is called Preacher's
Corner. And so this is ‑ this is below
Harpster between Harpster and Kooskia and
there's a rock wall that comes out almost
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all the way to the edge of the pavement. And
they call it Preacher's Corner because I
guess at one time, a preacher wrecked there.
You can see the way trucks are transferring
around this trying to keep away from going
over the yellow line.
So what I did then also, I took a measuring
tape and I started measuring distances to
check them based on what you're saying in
your evaluation was that you have one to two
foot paved shoulders. This is Preacher's
Corner. This is just further down the road
from it.
So here's 12 inches on the white line. You
actually have only a 4‑inch paved shoulder
and it drops off. It's hard for me to show
how bad it dropped off. I'm trying to
remember. I think this is right around mile
marker 14. I might be incorrect.
So this is the bottom of Harpster Grade. So
this is a corner that's ‑ it just comes off
the hill. There's dumpsters right here and you
got a bridge here. The river is right here.
So this corner, 12 inches. You're barely 6
inches. This is actually all dropping off into
the river right here. Bad accident corner. A
local wrecker company said they're dragging
people out of there quite a bit.
So there again, what I'm trying to do is point
to you from ‑ if you're a commercial driver
and basically have a dash cam, you know, you
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have the trailer with these weights and you're
trying to negotiate this and one of the big
problems at Highway 13 is your margin of error
is so small and so you lose your concentration,
look at a deer on the hillside, drift, you get
your tire over into here and you're in trouble
and really quick. There's a big different
between Highway 162 and Highway 13 because of
this. I'm telling you that 162 is a better
route. Much safer.
I'm basically working saying, hey, why don't
we compromise here? We don't need both
routes. You're still going to need a portion
of Highway 13 to get to Kooskia to get to
the mill and haul out of the mill. But from
Stites to Grangeville, you don't need that
roadway.
He (Andy Lott) runs 13 right now. I've been
talking to Andy a lot on this and I really
reached out to Andy and said, "Andy, we
don't need to fight about this. You're a
good company. You got good drivers. Why
don't we look at this and find a way to
compromise?
I'm scared to death of Highway 13. Our
trucks go up and down it. I don't want these
longer trucks, more weight, chance of
spinning out on the roadway. You can take
162, haul 129. We can both have what we want.
You only need one corridor to get from
Kamiah‑Kooskia to Grangeville." I've said,
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"Andy, I've got access to some of the people
that are decision makers and I will help
you."
Here's another problem. This is part way up
Harpster Grade, so there again, you say you
have one to two foot paved shoulders. The
enbankment's caving down onto the roadway.
You have ‑ it's all the way over the white
line. You have obviously road distress here
so this whole area ‑ this is obviously a big
problem that is not going to be a simple fix.
It's going to take quite a bit of money.
This is a real concern. This is coming
down ‑ it's around mile marker 9 so you can
see here because of this is what's happening
is this roadway is sluffing off into the
canyon. That's the reason you got this up
and down on the jersey barrier. So see if we
got my up‑close picture. I've got an
up‑close picture of the pavement right here.
You can see this divot out of it. The
pavement actually drops off right along the
white line. So a truck gets into this,
you're going to go over the bank and you're
going to have a ride down to the river.
There's no way that this will hold you if
you get into it the way it is right now.
This is a problem. It's ‑ you know, it's
going to cost money to fix that. I recognize
that. A lot of these aren't going to cost a
lot of money.
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Here's that same location that I just said
here. Rocks in the roadway. That's fairly
common. I will show you one thing because he
didn't want to show it because I had a beer
can in there that I grabbed out of the ditch
to make a point how deep some of these are.
A beer can is five inches. So it's about
four and a half inches, four to four and a
half inches, how bad that dip is there. So
you drop a tire into that right now whether
it's a passenger vehicle or a truck, you're
going to wreck.
So what I'm getting back to is from a
commercial driver's standpoint is the margin
of error you have to keep between those
white lines, you know, if something happens
in front of you.
My main point here is that I'm not trying to
shut down 129. I'm trying to shut it down on
that roadway that is so dangerous. I'm
saying Highway 162 is a much safer roadway
and I'll show you later that your own data
proves this.
Mainly in this section, I'm addressing some
of these issues on the upper part of
Harpster Grade. But also I'm addressing how
our trucks haul versus what this
configuration is. We use 53‑foot trailers,
so there's your configuration there.
A 53 foot single trailer has 54,000 pounds
spread over 4 axles of truck and 51,000 pounds
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spread over four axles on trailer. The
majority of weight is loaded ahead on trailer
so you have the opportunity to put more weight
over drive axles of truck (by lifting 3rd axle
if truck loses traction, putting 44,000 to
46,000 pounds on drive axles) and making it
easier for the driver to control weight. The
129K double configurations proposed by AGL
Trucking will have 44,000 pounds on 3 axle
truck, 38,000 pounds on back 3 axle lead
trailer, and dragging 44,000 pounds on 4 axle
pup trailer. This configuration will pull
harder because all of the weight is on back
end of trailers. They are projecting they will
have only 31,000 pounds on the drive axles
without the ability to shift more weight on
drive axles if they lose traction on slick
roads. This configuration will be very
dangerous on slick roads.
Most of December, our drivers have fought
slick roads on Highway 13. My other point was
once you commit up Harpster Grade, there are
no pullouts to get off road to chain up. If
129K loads spin out, there is a good chance
they will jack knife and block one or both
lanes of Highway 13. This is not a good
scenario when on-coming traffic cannot see
around corners to anticipate trucks blocking
the roadway. This will significantly increase
the risk to passenger vehicles and other
trucks using Highway 13.
So here's the other issue is the argument has
been, you know, double trailer configurations
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aren't any more dangerous than a single
trailer configuration. That's not true. It's
never been true. I've argued this for years.
The last three years when we fill out
applications for liability and physical damage
insurance for our trucks, I've been asked on a
regular basis whether we pull double, triple
configurations and they'll follow that
question right up with how many configurations
do you pull of a double, triple configuration?
Which geographic areas do you pull them in and
what's the radius that you run?
The insurance companies look ‑ they assess
more risk the further you get. If you're over
500 miles, it's a higher risk. If you're 250
to 500 miles, it's a different risk. If you're
within 100 miles, it's a different risk.
We do pull doubles and it's on Greer Grade
but it's in a radius that's less than 100
miles but still they're going to nail us for
it.
So attached with my letter here is a letter
from Cottingham and Butler. These are our
insurance carriers. They're out of Iowa.
They're one of the largest transportation
insurance brokers in the country. We
actually insure through Acuity Insurance and
what this statement says is that the reason
that insurance companies ask those questions
is because they're assessing risk and they
assess a higher risk to double and triple
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trailer configurations than they do a single
trailer configuration.
He also goes on to explain why. You know,
it's harder to control two trailers than one.
You have bigger blind spot. You got more
length and in some instances you have more
weight. That all makes it more difficult.
In arguing whether there's actual facts and
data to back this up, my answer to that it
doesn't matter. Insurance companies are
assessing more risks. They're not going to do
that without some sort of justification to it.
I hate to fight about this. I don't want to
fight about this issue but I'm not willing
to give up 13 without a fight. If we can
continue on with problems, I'm willing to
come out here and testify to this.
So my point is you got an already extremely
dangerous road based on your accident data.
100 accidents in five years, 49 injury
accidents. Four fatalities now. Is that 13?
So its going to be right here. 49. You have
down here 3 fatalities but it's 4. We had
another fatality in November of this year.
It's in my letter.
So the point. You're going to take something
that's going to increase risk. We can argue
about how much it's going to increase risk but
you cannot argue it's going to increase risk.
Insurance companies prove that. You're taking
an already dangerous roadway and you're going
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to make it even more risky to everyone
involved, our trucks and the public.
So I go on to explain here that you've
received proposals on two routes. I'm kind
of throwing Highway 12 out. So when you
compare the data that you've provided in
these evaluations between those two roadways,
one roadway is obviously straighter. It has
wider shoulders. One foot to four foot
versus one foot to two foot. And I think you
can see in my pictures we're not even
getting to one foot in many locations.
You also have a road that's much straighter.
I don't know if you've driven both of them but
if you ever do, it's significant difference
which means it allows you to see further off
into the distance and anticipate. Your own
speed limits tell you that it's a straighter
road because you have a 35‑mile‑an‑hour speed
limit up Harpster Grade and you have a 50, 55
on 162. I mean all the data points that
Highway 13 is more dangerous. Okay?
Then you take these accidents and you
compare these two roadways on accidents.
100 accidents on Highway 13. What is it? 38
on Highway 162. Fatalities, 4 on Highway 13.
One on Highway 162. And I understand there
could be a difference in the amount of
volume but you're not going to make up that
difference.
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Mr. Lott hauls out of Blue North. That's his
primary location. He hauls out of Kamiah.
That stretch from the mill in Blue North to
Highway 12 is county. He's got to have
county approval to do it anyway. I'm not
trying to stop Arlo Lott Trucking from
hauling 129. Andy and I are friends. They
are a good company. I just don't want it to
increase or decrease the safety for our
drivers, our trucks and the public.
When you're looking at what the governor
signed and the Legislature on the bill, the
governor specifically mentions some
requirements. He mentions truck and trailer
requirements, driver certification
requirements, pave and roadway conditions,
geographic conditions, weather conditions,
traffic conditions and enforcement process.
Your evaluation only really addresses three
items. Traffic conditions, roadbed conditions
and geographic conditions.
There has never been any rules established for
safety. Here's an example. This is showing new
equipment, ABS brakes along the axles all the
way through. Good equipment. Where is there in
the rules that it prohibits someone from not
having ABS brakes? There aren't any. Where's
it in the rules that say you have to have new
trailers and you can't have a 1960 vintage?
There are none. Where's there in the rules
that say that you have to have a significant
amount of experience to pull these with CDL's?
There are none. These rules would protect
those that even do 129 and that don't, like us.
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We need rules in place. We need to make sure
that whoever is running these configurations,
they're doing it in the safest possible manner.
The governor said you need to have it. The
Legislature said you need to have it and it
hasn't been done yet. And I'm really going to
push that over the next 12 months. We need
that. As an industry, we need that. We all
need that protection and ITD needs that
protection. Who's going to establish them if
you don't? The governor said you need to do it
before you approve 129 routes. These items
need to be taken into consideration. The
Legislature said that.
Not everyone is qualified to do this. Frank
Buell is here tonight. He has mentioned
they've looked at their driver pool and they
think only 10 percent of their drivers will
be capable of pulling double configurations
safely. I don't have a single driver that
wants to do it right now. I did at one time.
I had one that wanted to do it because he
thought he'd make money.
So the problem is that you approve this
route, it's not just Arlo Lott that's going
to do it. It's the companies that come
behind him. Once you open up the front door,
you have very little control over the
companies that come behind him.
So that is the one thing that really upsets me
and concerns me. The only point I would make
is, you know, for all of you on the board and
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ITD, you're going to make a decision and then
for the most part, to a certain extent, you're
going to forget about it once you make that
decision.
I live in these communities. It is our drivers
that I see every single day walking in and out
of our office. The public that's in there at
the grocery stores, at church with me,
whatever, that we're going to put at more risk
if you allow Highway 13 and personally they're
faces to me.
I don't get to wash my hands from this issue.
So I put right in there I'm not going to
back down on this. I'm going to fight this
tooth and nail to ensure that it doesn't go
through because there is an alternative that
can work and that's 162.
And honestly, I believe this is going to
come up in different ‑ whether I'd be up in
St. Maries or Coeur d'Alene or whatever.
These same issues are going to come up again.
If we were to establish a compromise here
that says that we only need one route in
these areas. If there's three or four routes,
let's pick the best route, the safest route.
Let's make sure the corridor's there.
Everyone has access to 129 and let's keep
these other routes safe.
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Clynn Huffaker
Are we changing the off-track law on these
routes? Off-track on U.S. 12 is 5.5 feet on
the off-track law. It’s the same on Highway
13.
You’d have to updtae the off-track law
regarding the bridges.
If you’re going to increase the off-track
law on hgihway 12, are you going to increase
it from Lewiston to Kooskia, or are you
going to go farther east to the Montana
state line?
I’m a local grain hauler up here. I use a
set of doubles.
If you’re going to allow the 129,000,
they’ve got to be a certain length to bridge
it. They’ll be too long for the off-track
law, especially on Highway 13. There are
some switch-backs on that grade.
If you’re coming out of Kooskia, heading
back to Grangeville, and you’re using
Highway 13, you’re going to have too long of
trailers to go on the switch-backs at
Harpster Grade.
You can mark me in the against column, even
though I’m a trucker.
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Hearing Officer Jan Vassar
It is seven o’clock p.m., and the hearing is
now closed.
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